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§1. Introduction.
Let M and N be two compact connected Riemannian manifolds. A smooth
mapping F: M―>N is called harmonic if it is an extremal of the energy. More-
over, if harmonic mapping F: M-^/Vis an isometric immersion, then F is called
minimal. The existence and construction of minimal immersions and harmonic
mappings are interesting and important problems in various situations. T.
Takahashi proved the following theorem.
Theorem (T. Takahashi [5]). .4 compact homogeneous Riemannian mani-
fold with irreduciblelinear isotropy group admits a minimal immersion in a
Euclideansphere.
In §3, we constructminimal immersions and harmonic mappings of com-
pact Riemannian homogeneous spacesinto Grassmann manifolds(Theorem 3.1).
Applying this,we prove
Theorem A.
(1) A compact Riemannian homogeneous space of dimensional with irre-
ducible linear isotropy group admits an equivariant minimal immersion into a
Grassmann manifold.
(2) There exists a nonconstant equivariant harmonic mapping from a compact
Riemannian homogeneous space with non trivial isotropy group into a Grassmann
manifold.
In Theorem A, we can restrictambient manifolds to projectivespaces or
G2,n(R)if the domain manifolds are compact irreduciblesymmetric spaces.
More precisely,
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Theorem B.
(1) Let M be a compact irreducible Riemannian symmetric space of dimen-
sion^>2.
( i ) M admits an equivariant minimal immersion into a real projective
space or G2,n(R).
(ii) M admits an equivariant minimal immersion into a complex pro-
jective space.
(iii) M admits an equivariant minimal immersion into a quaternion pro-
jective space.
(2) Let M be a compact Riemannian symmetric space with non trivialiso-
tropy group.
( i) There exists a nonconstant equivariant harmonic mapping from M
into a real projective space or G2,n(R)-
(ii) There exists a nonconstant equivariant harmonic mapping from M
into a complex projective space.
(iii) There exists a nonconstant equivariant harmonic mapping from M
into a quaternion projective space.
On the other hand, it is an important problem to know whether a given
minimal submanifold is stable or not. Simons [4] proved that there are no
stable minimal submanifolds in Sn. Nagura [3] studied on the spectra of the
Jacobi differential operator for minimally immersed spheres into spheres. In
§4, the problem of computing the spectra of the Jacobi differentialoperator of
equivariant minimal immersions of compact Riemannian homogeneous spaces
into compact Riemannian homogeneous spaces is reduced to the eigenvalue
problems for certain linear mappings of finite dimensional vector spaces apply-
ing the representation theory of compact Lie groups (Theorem 4.2).
In §5, applying the results in §3 and §4, we study the equivariant minimal
immersions of Sz into Grassmann manifolds.
The author would like to express his hearty thanks to Professors Tsunero
Takahashi and Hiroyuki Tasaki who gave him valuable advice during the pre-
paration of this note.
§2. Preliminaries.
2.1. Let G (resp. U) be a compact connected Lie group with Lie algebra
g (resp. u) and K (resp. L) be a closed subgroup of G (resp. U) with Lie alge-
bra I (resp. I). Then M―G/K (resp. N=U/L) is a compact Riemannian homo-
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geneous space with G (resp. £/)-invariantRiemannian metric. Since K (resp.
L) is compact, M (resp. AO is reductive, that is, there exist an Ad (if) (resp.
Ad (L))-invariant subspace m (resp. p) such that
g―f-|_tn(direct sum) (resp. it=l+^).
We call m (resp. p) a Lie subspace of M (resp. N). We identify the tangent
space T0{M) (resp. T0{N)) at o―n{e) with m (resp. p) in a natural manner,
where iz is the natural projection of G (resp. U) onto M (resp. N). The dif-
ferential mapping k*(k'=K) (resp. /*(/£L)) acting on T0(M) (resp. T0(N)) cor-
responds to Ad(&) (resp. Ad(/)) on m (resp. p), that is,
k*K*X=iz* A6.{k)X for each lEtn .
Hence we have
(2.1) ^(expnO*7r*Zu=0=7r*[r, X~＼ forFef.lGin.
Let F: M―>N be an equivariant mapping, that is, there exists an analytic
homomorphism p : G->U with p(K)czL such that F(gK)=p(g)L for each geG.
We get
(2.2) F*X=(p*X)v for each Igw.
2.2. In this subsection, we review some elementary results on representa-
tion theory of compact connected Lie groups without proof. Let G be a com-
pact connected Lie group. The following lemmas are well-known.
Lemma 2.1. Let (p, V) be a real irreducible representation of G. (pc, Vc)
is not a complex irreducible representation of G if and only if there exists a
complex irreducible representation (r, W) of G such that (p, V)―(tr, Wr) where
we denote (pc',Vc) (resp. (tr, Wr)) the complex (resp. real) representation of G
obtained by extension (resp. restriction)of the coefficientfield of {p, V) {resp.
(r, W)) to C (resp. R).
Lemma 2.2. Let (p, V) be a complex irreducible representation of G. (pR, VR)
is not a real irreducible representation of G if and only if there exisis a real
irreducible representation (r, W) of G such that(/>,V)=(zc, Wc).
Lemma 2.3. Let (p, V) be a complex irreducible representation of G. (pH, VH)
is not a quaternion irreducible representation of G if and only if there exists a
quaternion irreducible representation(r, W) of G such that{p, V)―(zc, Wc), where
we denote (pH, VH) (resp. (rc, Wc)) the quaternion (resp. complex) representation
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of G obtained by extension (resp. restriction) of the coefficient field of (p, V)
{resp. (r, W)) to H {resp. C).
Lemma 2.4. Let (p, V) be a quaternion irreducible representation of G.
(Pc, Vc) is not a complex irreducible representation of G if and only if there
exists a complex irreducible representation (r, W) of G such that (p, V)=(th, Wa).
§3. A construction of eqitivariantminimal immersions and
harmonic mappings of compact Riemannian homogeneous
spaces into Grassraann manifolds.
3.1. Let G be a compact connected Lie group and K be a closed subgroup
of G. Then M―G/K is a compact Riemannian homogeneous space wi}h G-
invariant Riemannian metric <, >. For a fieldE―R, C or H, put
U(n, E)=
0(n) (E=R)
U(n) (E = C)
Sp(n) (E=H)
Let F:M=G/K-^Gn.m(E)=U(n+m, E)/U(n, E)xU(m, E) (n^l, m^l) be an
equivariant mapping. Then there exists an analytic homomorphism p: G-*U
{n+m, E) with p{K)aU{n, E)xU(m, E) such that F(gK)=p(g)U(n, E)xU{m, E)
for each geG. We shall call Gn,m{E) £-Grassmann manifold. Put V = En+m,
Vx=En, V2=Em. Then V^V1+V2 (direct sum) and the Lie algebra it of
U(n + m, E) acts on V, naturally. Put l=Lie (U(n, E)xU{m, E)) and
|)={A Eu; AViCVg, ^y^FJ.
Then n=l+p is the canonical decomposition of u. Put
Hom^Fx, 72)={>leHom(F1, V2); />(^M = ,4io(^)for each £eE#}.
We explain that F is £-full. Let V[ and V2 be subspaces of Fi and V2 respec-
tively. Put n'=dimEV'i and m'=dim£F2. Then U(n'-＼-m',E) is considered as
a closed subgroup of U(n+m, E) in a natural manner. So Gn>,m>{E) is a totally
geodesic submanifold of Gn<m(E). The mapping F is said to be £-fullwhen
the image F(M) is not contained in these totally geodesic submanifolds
Gn'm'CE) with n'+m'<n+m.
Theorem 3.1. // HomK(ylt V2)={0＼ and Vt (*= 1, 2) is not G-invariant,
then F is a nonconstant harmonic mapping. Furthermore, if G acts on V irre-
ducibly, then F is E-full. Moreover, if K acts on T0(M) irreducibly, then F is
a minimal immersion of a multiple of the G-invariant Riemannian metric <, >
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on M.
Proof. Let HeEp denote the tension fieldof F at o. Then Hp(k)=p(k)H
for each k^K. From assumption, we have H=0. So F is a nonconstant har-
monic mapping.
We assume that K acts on T0(M) irreducibly. We define a symmetric
linear transformation A of T0{M) by
<X, AY>=(F*X, F*Y) for X, Y<=T0{M),
where (,) denote a U(n-＼-m,£)-invariant Riemannian metric on Gn,m(E). Since
A is a /f-homomorphism, A is a scalar operator by the irreducibility of K.
The scalar is clearly nonnegative. So if F were not an isometric (more pre-
cisely,homothetic) immersion, then F#=Q. Thus Vt is G-invariant from (2.2)
and the connectedness of G. So F is an isometric minimal immersion. If G
acts on V irreducibly, then F is clearly is-full. Q. E. D.
Example (Equivariant minimal immersion of S2 into Grassmann manifold)
Let (p, V) be any S£/(2)-£-irreducibler presentation. Put K=S(U(l)xU(＼)).
Let V―YaWi be a i^-E-irreducible decomposition of V. We have
(3.1) Wi=Wj (K-lsomorphic) $==$ i=j (see §5, Lemma 5.1).
Let Vi (/=1, 2) be a /f-E-invariant subspace of V such that Vi^{0}; V and
V^Vx + Vz (direct sum). Put n=6＼mEVlt m-dim£ F2. If we put F:S2 =
SU(2)/K-*Gn,m(E); gK^p(g)U(n, E)xU(m, E) for ^gG, then F is a full
minimal immersion from (3.1) and Theorem 3.1. W
3.2. In this subsection, we apply Theorem 3.1. Let M (^{single point})
be a compact Riemannian homogeneous space. The identity component G of
the group of all isometries of M is compact. The action of G on M is effec-
tive and transitive. The subgroup K―{g^~G; g-o―o} of G is closed and called
isotropy group of Mat o.
A G-E-irreducible representation (p, V) is called an is-spherical representa-
tion of the pair (G, K), if VK= {veeV ; p(k)v=v for each k<=K}^{0} (E~
R, C, H). The dimension of V and VK is called the degree and the multiplicity
of (p, V), respectively.
Lemma 3.1. // K^ {e}, then there existsan E-spherical representation (p, V)
such that Vk^V.
Proof. We may assume that E ―C by Lemma 2.2and Lemma 2.3. Let
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L＼G/K) denote the space of complex valued functions/ on G/K with
1
G/K
＼f(x)＼2dx<°o .
Put
L＼G, K)={f^L＼G/K);f(kx)=f{x) for each k^K, x^.M}.
Since K* {e＼, we get L＼G/K)±L＼G, K). If V^VK for each C-spherical
representation (p, V), then we have L＼G/K)=L＼G, K) from Peter-Weyl theo-
rem (see [6], p. 20). This is a contradiction. Q. E. D.
The manifold M is said to have irreducible linear isotropy group, if iCacts
on TJM) irreduciblv.
Lemma 3.2. We assume that M has irreducible linear isotropy group.
(1) The degree of any nontrivial R-spherical representation of (G, K) is
greater than or equal to dimM+1.
(2) // dimM^2 then the degree of any nontrivial C-spherical representation
is greater than or equal to 2.
Proof. (1) is obtained from Theorem of T. Takahashi [5]. But, for the
sake of completeness, we give a proof. For each nontrivial J?-spherical repre-
sentation (p, V) of (G, K) put
F'.M^G/K―>V; gK>― p(g)v ,
where v^VK and ||v||= l with respect to a G-invariant inner product on V.
Then we can prove that F is an immersion in the same way in the proof of
Theorem 3.1. Clearly the image F(M) is contained in the unit hypersphere in
V'. So we get the conclusion. (2) is obtained from (1) and Lemma 2.2. Q.E.D.
Poposition 3.1. (1) A compact Riemannian homogeneous space of dimension
^2 with irreducible linear isotropy group admits an equivariant minimal immer-
sion into an E-Grasstnann manifold.
(2) There exists a nonconstant equivariant harmonic mapping from a compact
Riemannian homogeneous space with non trivialisotropy group into an E-Grass-
mann manifold.
Proof. (1) Take (p, V) as in Lemma 3.1. Put V1^VK and Vz=Vi with
respect to a G-invariantinner product on V. Then the assertionfollows from
Thpnrem S.1.
(1)
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(2) It is obtained from Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.1 in the same way of
Q.E.D.
If M is a compact Riemannian symmetric space, then (G, K) is a compact
symmetric pair(see§4 for definition).
Lemma 3.3. Let (G, K) be a compact symmetric pair.
(1) The multiplicityof any C-spherical representation of (G, K) equals to 1.
(2) The multiplicityof any R-spherical representation of (G, K) equals to 1
or 2.
(3) Any H-spherical representation of (G, K) is obtained from the extension
of coefficientfield of a G-C-irreducible representation to H and the multiplicity
is equal to 1.
Proof. (1) We refer to [6], p.104, Theorem 5.5. (2) is obtained from (1)
and Lemma 2.1. (3) is obtained from (1) and Lemma 2.4. Q. E. D.
Lemma 3.4. Let M be a compact irreducible Riemannian symmetric space
of dimensional. Then the degree of any nontrivial H-spherical representation
of (G, K) is greater than or equal to 2.
Proof. It is obtained from Lemma 3.2(2)and Lemma 3.3(3). Q. E. D.
Proposition 3.2. (1) Let M be a compact irreducible Riernannian sym-
metric space of dimensional.
(i) M admits an equivariant minimal immersion into a real projective
space or G2,n(R).
(ii) M admits an equivariant minimal immersion into a complex pro-
jective space.
(iii) M admits an equivariant minimal immersion into a quaternion pro-
jective space.
(2) Let M be a compact Riemannian symmetric space with non trivial iso-
tropy group.
(i) There exists a nonconstant equivariant harmonic mapping from M
into a real projective space or G2,n(R)-
(ii) There exists a nonconstant equivariant harmonic mapping from M
into a complex projective space.
(iii) There exists a nonconstant equivariant harmonic mapping from M
into a quaternion projective space.
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Proof. (1) Itis obtained from Theorem 3.1,Lemma 3.2,Lemma 3.3 and
Lemma 3.4in the same way of Proposition3.1.
(2) It is obtained from Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.3 in the same way of
Proposition3.1. Q. E. D.
§4. The Jacob! differential operators of equivariant minimal immersions.
Let G (resp. U) be a compact connected Lie group with Lie algebra g (resp.
u and K (resp. L) be a closed subgroup of G (resp. U) with Lie algebra I (resp.
I). Take a bi-invariant Riemannian metric metric <, > on G (resp. U) and de-
note also by <, > the induced Ad(K) (resp. Ad (L))-invariant inner product on
m=lx (resp. p=lL). Thus M=(Mm, <,≫=G/K (resp. N=(Nn, <,})=U/L) is a
compact Riemannian homogeneous space with Lie subspace (m, <,≫(resp.(p, <,≫).
We denote by 7 and R the covariant derivative and the Riemannian curvature
tensor of M, respectively. We denote by 7 and R for N in the same way.
For each X<bq, we define a Killing vector fieldX*(EX(M) by
x* = ― exptX-
at
x＼t=0'=Tx(M).
We have by the Koszul formula ([1], p. 48, (2))
(4.1) (7x*r*)o=-C^≪, Yt-]-jLXn, Ym-]m
From the above equation,we have
(4.2)
(4.3)
Vg*0X=jt(vqp(-t Ad(g)v)
for X,Y<=a.
for v<=m, g^G, X^%M),
R(X, Y)Z = -ir[LX, F]m, Z]m―f [[K Z~＼m> X~＼m
+ jH*> Z-]m,Y-]m-U_X, Y~＼uZ] for X, Y, Zetn.
Let F: M―*N be an equivariantisometric immersion. Then there existsan
analytichomomorphism p:G^U with p(K)cL such that F(gK)=p(g)L for
each geG. Let /Iand B denote the shape operatorand the second fundamental
form of F, respectively. Take an orthonormal basis {Zj}iSiSp of g with
TOistsmCm and {Xj}m+lsjSpd.
Proposition 4.1. (1)
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B{X, Y) = -l(p*X)u (p*Y){]-jUp*X)t, (p*Y)t]t
+ j(p*(LX,Ylnd)i for X, Fetn.
(2) F is minimal if and only if 2f=i[(|0*^Qb (p*Xi)t]=O.
Proof. (1) is obtained from (2.2) and (4.1). (2) is clear from (1). Q.E.D
From now on, we assume that F is minimal. We define symmetric linear
transformationsRr and Ar on the normal soace Nr(M) at x as follows:
RM =
m
s
1=1
{R(eu v)ety A
m
1=1
for v<=Nx(M), where {ejisism is an orthonormal basis of TX(M). Clearly, we
get A=0, if F is totally geodesic. Let N{M) denote the normal bundle of M
and F(N(M)) denote the vector space of all C°°-sectionsof N(M). Let A denote
the negative of the rough Laplacian of the normal connection 1L of N(M),
that is,
-AV= S g^lk^kjV- 2 gij^EE}y for FgA/VW),
J lsi.jsm i J
where {Ei}isism is a local frame field of M, gij―iEi, E}> and (gi})isi.jsm=
(gij)lsi,jsm- Since the Jacobi differentialoperator
J=A+R-A
is a strongly ellipticlinear differentialoperator, it has discrete eigenvalues:
Spec (J)= {kr^^^-^oo}.
The minimal immersion F is said to be stable if the second variation of the
volume of F is nonnegative for every variation. The minimal immersion F is
stable if and only if ^2>0 (see [4], pp. 73-74). Since the orthogonal comple-
ment m1 in p is identified with N0(M) in a natural manner, we may consider
R and A as symmetric linear transformations on m1.
The pair (U, L) is called a compact symmetric pair, if there exists an
involutive antomorphism 6 of U such that L lies between the identity com-
ponent (Lo)o of Lo and Ld={lE:U; 6{l)=l}. In this case, an Ad(f/) and 0-
invariant inner product <, > on u naturally induces a [/-invariant Riemannian
metric on N. Since ^={A"=u; 6{X)=―X}, we have [J),|>]c:I.
Lemma 4.1.
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(1) R(v)=^^lF*Xu IFtXuvld^+a/miT-itFtXu [F*^,i;]p]mx forv^m＼
If (U, L) is a compact symmetric pair,then
m
R{v)^ S {.F*Xit[_F*Xity]]mi for v&xa1-.
(2) A(v)=-^f=1Kp*xi)i+a/2)(p^xx upMt+amipMi, v]Fmimi
for DGm1.
// (U, L) is a compact symmetric pair,then
~
m
A(v)=― S [p*Xu [p*Xi, y]F*m]m-L for ysmx .
Proof. (1) follows from (4.3).
(2) By using (4.1), we have
= -(v, Up*Xt)p, (p*XJ)l-]+ jl(p*Xt)p, ip^Xj)^)
Hence we have by Proposition4.1(1)
<A(v), w> = -
for v, w^m1.
S([(|o*^i)i +
|-(io*^)p, [(|0***)i
+y(/°***)p'
^J,
^}
Q. E. D.
The group K acts on mx by Ad(p(k))(k(^K). We denote by (Ad°p)x this
action of K on m＼ We identify F(N(M)) with
C~{G;mt)K={<p^C~{G-,m^)-,<p{gk)={Ad<>py(k-')(p{g) for gcEG, k^K)
by the following correspondence:
C~(G＼m*-)K^<p*--*<p<=nN(M))-,ip{gK)=p(g)*<p{g) for g^G '
We define an action Lx (resp. p(x)*) of G on C°°(G;m1)^ (resp. F(N(M)) as
follows:
(Lx(p)(g)=<p(x-1g) for ^eC°°(G; m-%, x,^gG,
(io(x)*F)irx=|O(x)*F,-1,^ for V<=F(N(M)), x, g^G .
The action Lx (xtG) on C°°(G;m1)/;:corresponds to ^(x)* on F(N(M)). We
also denote by /, A and A the operators on C°°(G;m-1-)^corresponding to the
operators /, A and A on F(N(M)), respectively. Let C = ―S?=i^l denote the
negative of the Casimir differentialoperator of G.
Lemma 4.2.
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A<p=C<p+ S M,M,9]]-2S[M)i,^]≪i
m
-SC(
1
_
2~
~ m
P*Xi)u i{p*Xi)u <pnmL-A{ip)- S t(p*XX Xi(p^
771 J^ ni
2 [(/o*^t)i, [(/a**,)*, 9>]p]Mi- T s C(/o*^i)P, [(/o**<)i, ?>]]mx
m1
- j 2 t(p*Xt)f, t(p*Xt)p> v>],]mx /or y>e C"(G; m1)^
// ([/, L) ?s a compact symmetric pair, then
V TO
i=m +1 1=1
- 2 Up*Xt)u t{p*Xt)i,<pl＼m>.-A
Proof. For V=^r{N{M)), we have
(<p) for ^ceC°°(G;ml)K
/
m ― ― ＼-1-
~-(AFXo)=(S7cp^i)*7(A,^^) {o)+A<yo)
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Put Wi=l^xs*V (l^i'^m). Then we have by (2.1) and (4.2)
+(exptp^Xi)^l(p^Xi)l, (exp(―tp*Xt)*Vexptp*xtLl
+ j(exptp^Xi)^t(p^Xi＼, (exp(~f/o^i))*^exptiO*xii]p.
In particular
Wi,o=-jj(exp(-sp*Xi))*Ve%psp*XiLls=o+L(p*Xi)i, Vo] + ―[(|O*^0p, Vo]P.
Thus we have by (2.1) and (4.2)
($lP*Xi>*Vcp*X0*V)(o)
= {lp*XJ*Wi)o
+2[(p*^)t, jt(exp(-tp*Xi))*Vexptp,XiLH=()~＼+[(p*Xi)i, l(p*Xt)lt Fo]]
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+Up*Xu)p, jt(exp(-tp*Xi))*VexptP*xiLu=o'＼p+-2l(p*Xi)i,l(p*Xi)p>vo]v~＼
+ jl(p*Xt)p, l(p*Xt)lt V0J]p+jl(p*Xt)9, l(p*Xt)p, Vo＼＼
So we get
/ 771 ＼ 7TI-(Ap)(e)=( 2 Xty)(e)+2 2 [(p**i)i, (^)(e)]mx
771 '"^
771
+ SC(/o*^<)i, l(p*Xt)u <p(emmi+A(<p(e))+'2[.(p*Xt)p,(Xi<p)(e)']n±
+4" S {.(p*Xi)u i(p*Xt)p, 9>(e)]p]mi+T S [(/o*^0p, [|0*^0i, 9>(e)]]mi
1 TO
+j 2 i(p*Xt)9, ＼Xp*Xt＼, <p(e)-]p-]ms..
Since ALX=LXA for x<=G by the equivariance of F, we get the conclusion.
Q. E. D.
We define operators Jt: C°°(G;mL)K-≫C°°(G; m1)^ (f=l, 2) by
p p
Ji<P= S C|O*^i, ^^]mJ-+ S C|O*^i, [(0*^, ^]mJ-]m-L ,
j*<p= s L(p*Xi)P, xi<p']m±+a [(p*xt)p, ip*xu ^]mx]mj-
for (p^C°°(G; mL)K.
Remark. It follows that 2f=il>**<, Xt<p]mx, Sf-iE/o*^*, lp*Xi,<p']mi.']mL,
J}i=il(p*XX Xi<plm± and 5}f=i[(p*Xt)9,[p*Xif y>]m±]m±=C°°(G; mx)K for ^>e
C°°(G;m-1-)^. Moreover each of the above four operators is commutative with
Lx for xeG. If (£/,Z,)is a compact symmetric pair, then J2=z0. m
Theorem 4.1.
(1) /^=C^-2/1y + [S?=i(adlo*X0V]m^+/≪9'-S?=i[|O*^i,C(io*^)).,9>]ii'*m]m^
+(l/2)23f=iC(p*X1)p,[(p*^*),, ^]F*m]mx /or <peiC~(G; m^K.
(2) /i=0 ?/ and only if ＼_p*X,y]mi=0 /or letn, vein1.
(3) /8=0 if and only if [(p*X)p, y]m±=0 for X^m, DGin1.
(4) // (U, L) is a compact symmetric pair, then
J<p=C(p-2J,(p +
[g
(ad /o*Zi)v]mJ_ for <p<=C~(G ; tn1)* .
Proof. (1) follows from Lemma 4.1, Lemma 4.2 and minimal condition
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(Proposition 4.1(2)). (2) and (3) are obtained in the same way of [3], I, p. 138,
Proposition 4.2.2. (4) follows from (1). Q. E. D.
Remark. It follows that dp, [2f-i(ad p*Xt)*<p]m^,HUtp*%u l{p*X%＼,
<plF*m~]m±and SfLxIXo*^ l(p*Xt)9, <p]Fml≪^C*'(G; mL)K for (peiC°"(G;mx)K.
Moreover each of the above four operators is commutative with Lx for xtaG. ■
Let D{G) be the set of equivalence classes of finite dimensional C-irreduci-
ble representations of G. Let c≪,(^0)be the eigenvalue of the negative of the
Casimir operator of (a, W)^D(G). (By the formula of Freudenthal, we can
determine ca (see [6], p. 205).) For {a, W)^D(G), put
(W*R(mx)c)0={a^W*R(mx)c;(a*R(Ad°py)(k)a=a for k<EK).
Put
D(G; K, (Ad-Io)x)={(a, W)^D(G); (^*(g)(mx)c)0^ {0}}.
For {a, W)sD(G; K, (Ad°p)x), we define a symmetric linear mapping /,<=
End((PF*(X)mx)c)n) as follows:
+lw*R＼ 2 (ad p*Xt)s*＼
+ lw*(8){y .S [(/O*^()p,[(/≫*^<)|.,*]F≪,]m-L- .2 lp*Xt, l(p*Xi)p, *]f,ln]mi}
Clearly, if (U, L) is a compact symmetric pair, then
/ o=cai-2＼j:o*(xt)<8>ip*xu ]ffli+uRs[/)^1 ＼_p*xit *]wx]mxl
Ii=l 2=1 J
L*=i Jm
By virtue of the Peter-Weyl theorem for homogeneous vector bundles, the
problem of computing the spectra of / is reduced to the eigenvalue problem of
the linear mapping Ja with {a, W)^D(G; K, (Ad°p)x) (see [3], I,§5).
Theorem 4.2. For {a, W)(=D(G; K, (Ad-^)1), let {Xo,x,･■■,la,ma] be the
eigenvalues of Ja, where m(T=dim(1^*0(mi)c')o. Then
~ K aa
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§5. Equivariant minimal immersions of S2 into Grassmann manifolds.
In this section, we denote by G (resp. K) the special unitary group SU(2)
of degree 2 (resp. the closed subgroup S(U(1) X U(I)) of SU(2)). Basic notations
are same in §4. We define an Ad(G)-invariant inner product <, > on g by
<X, Y>=-2Tr(XY) for Z, Feg.
We also denote by <,> the induced G-invariant Riemannian metric on S2=G/K.
Then the Riemannian manifold (S2, <,≫ is of constant curvature 1. We choose
an orthonomal basis {eA i&iSs of g as follows:
2＼ 02 =
1
_
2
ez
jTV-l 0
21 0 _v=T.
First we write down all G-E-irreducible representations
Lemma 5.1. G-E-irreducihle representation(p, V) is one of the following.
(1) The case of E=C:
There exists an orthonormal basis {fk＼osksn of V such that
P(e3)fk=
^±(-n+2k)fk,
p(e1)fk= ^^{V(n-k)(k+T)fk+1+Vk{n^I+T)fk.1}>
/t)(e2)/*=
^{-V(^^l(FfI)A+1 + VKn-/f + l)/*_x}
for O^k^n.
(2) The case of E=R:
(2-a) There exists an orthonormal basis {ho}yj{fk) gk}isksn of V such that
p(e3)ho=0,
p(es)fk= kgk ,
p(es)gk= ―kfk ,
pie^K Si,
p(el)fk= jV(n-k)(n + k+i)gk+1 + j n + k){n- + )gk-l
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p(e1)gk= - -j V(n-feXn+^+T)/*+1- y VCn + fc)(n-fc+ l)/*_i
/n(n+l)
V ^
p{et)fk= -jV(n-k)(n + k + i)fk+1 +
^(n + k){n-k + i)fk-lt
p{e2)gk= - ― V(nzrkj(n + ＼+l)gk+1-{--^ ^'(n+ W)(n^＼+Y)gk^
for l<,k^n, where we put fQ―^/'2h0,g0―^.
(2-b) There exists an orthonormal basis {fk, ^*}os*s2n-i of V such tha
P(es)fk= j(-2n + l+2k)gk,
P(e3)gk= -~(-2n + l+2k)fk,
p(e1)fk= jVOr^i^W^l)gk,i+jVk&i^k)gk.1,
p(e1)gk= -jV(2n-l-k)(k + ljfk+1-jVk(2n-k)fk^>
p(es)fk= -^V(2n-l-k)(k + T)fk+1+jVK2n-k)fk-lt
p(e2)gk= -~ V(27^I=WTI)g*+1 +y VW^kJgk-i
for Q£k£2n-l.
(3) The case of E=H:
(3-a) There exists an orthonormal basis {fk}osk&n-i of V such that
p{ez)fk^＼{-2n + l+2k)fk,
p{e＼)fk ―
i
2
+
a-dk n-1){V(2n-l-k)(k + l)fk+l+Vk(2n-k)fk^}
dk ^{nC-D^fc/n-x+Mn-lXn + l)/,,..,}
p(e2)fk= j(l-dk,n.l){-V(2n-l~k)(k + i)fk+1 + Vk(2n-k)fk-1}
+ ^±. {_n(-l)B+1j7B-i + V(n-l)(n+T)/B_,}
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for 0£k^n-l.
(3-b) There exists an orthonormal basis {fk＼osks2nof V such that
p(e3)fk=i(-n + k)fk,
p(e1)fk= ^{V(2^Wk:^fk+1+Vk(2^^k+T)fk_1},
p(e2)fk= ~{-V(2n-k)(k + l)fk +1+Vk(2n-k + i)fk_1}
for Q<Lkf^.2n, where we denote the differentialrepresentation of the representa-
tion p of G by the same symbol p.
Proof. (1) is obtained from Theorem 1.3, p. 599, [2]. (2) is obtained
from (1), Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2:
(2-a) When n=2m in (1), put
{ fk +m ―f-k +m (&=0dd),
pk=＼
fhi.m.+f-bJ.m. (k=even).
and
Pk=＼
{ f k + m~＼~f- k + m ＼k:
( V― l(/ft + m + /-* + m)
I
V ―
l(/*
+ m ―
f-k
+ m)
(£=odd),
(&=even),
m
W=Rho+%(Rpk+Rqk)
/i0― V/2fm = -~J=p0.
Then W is a G-U-irreducible representation. We rewrite m―n, pk―fk, qk=gk
and W-V. We get (2-a).
(2-b) When n=2m―1 in (1),((p2m-i)R,{Vim-i)R) is a G-i2-irreducible repre-
sentation. Put gk = V―lfk- We rewrite m=n. We get (2-b).
(3) is obtained from (1), Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.4:
(3-a) When n―2m―1 in (1), we define a conjugate G-linear mapping 3 by
3/*=(~~l) fim-l-k ･
Since S2= ―1, (p2m-i, ^2m-i) is considered as a G-if-representation (<;m,PFm).
{fk)osksm-i is an orthonormal basis of (<rm,Pfm) and f%m-i-k={―l)kjfk. We
rewrite m=n and (<rB,W^7i):=(jOre,FB). We get (3-a).
(3-b) When n=2m in (1),((p2m)H, (V2m)H) is a G-lf-irreducible representa-
tion. We rewrite m=n. We set (3-b). Q. E. D.
For G-£-irreduciblerepresentation (p, V), put
x=
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{0,1, -, n}
＼U-.n)
{0, 1, -,2n-l}
{0, 1, -, n-1]
{0, 1, -,2n}
(if (p, V) is type (1)),
(if (p, V) is type (2-a)),
(if (p, V) is type (2-b)),
(if (p, V) is type (3-a)),
(if (p, V) is type (3-b)).
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For subsets P(=£0), Q(^0) of X with X―P＼JQ (disjointunion), put
'HP^pCfp (if {p, V) is type (1)),
_
j
RK+^peP(fifv+Rgv) (if (/o,F) is type (2-a)),
| XpepWp+Rgp) (if (p, V) is type (2-b)),
Sp£p^/p (if (<o,V) is type (3-a) or (3-b)),
rS≪6fiC/9 (if do, V) is type (1)),
J
HgeqWi+Rgq) (^ (p, V) is type (2-a)),
Q~
I
X#=QWq+Rg9) (if do, F) is type (2-b)),
H^qHfq (if (/o,V) is type (3-a) or (3-b)),
a=dimByF, 6=dime FE.
Then FF(^{0}) and FQ(^{0}) are K-E-invariant subspaces of V and
V=Vp+Vq (direct sum), Hom^(FP, VQ)={0＼.
Thus
F:S2=G/K―> Ga,b(E)=U(a+b)/U(a)xU(b);
gK.― |0(5)£/(a)X £7(6) for £tEG
is a full minimal immersion by Proposition 3.1. Note that S2, Gm,i(R), Gmn{C)
are Hermitian symmetric spaces.
Proposition 5.1.
(1) The case of which (p, V) is type (1):
F is totally geodesic if and only if P―{even＼, Q={odd＼ (or P― {odd},
Q=z{even＼),
F is a Kahler immersion if and only if P= {0, 1, ■■■, k}, Q={k + 1,
..., n} (or Q={0, 1, ■■･, k), P={k + 1, ■■■,≪}).
(2) (2-a) The case of which (p, V) is type (2-a):
F is totally geometric if and only if P― {even}, Q= {odd}, F is a Kahler
immersion if and only if Q―＼n},
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(2-b) The case of which (p, V) is type (2-b):
F is totallygeodesic if and only if P― {even}, Q={odd} (or P― {odd},
Q―{even}),
F is a Kdhler immersion if and only if P~ {0} or {2n ―1} (or Q―{Q}
or {2m-1}).
(3) (3-a) The case of which (p, V) is type (3-a):
F is not totallygeodesic,
(3-b) The case of which (p, V) is type (3-b):
F is totallygeodesic if and only if P― {even}, Q={odd} (or P={odd},
Q―{even}).
Proof. It follows from Proposition 4.1(1). Q. E. D.
For example, when (p, V) is type (2-a) and P―{＼], Q={2＼, we calculate
Spec(J) by using Theorem 4.2. In this case, since F is a Kahler immersion, F
is stable (see [4], p. 76, Theorem 3.5.1).
Theorem 5.1. The spectra of J is given as follows:
Spec(J)=
{(n+3)(n-2)± V6(n+3)(n-2) (with multiplicity 2(2n + l)); n―2, 3, ･･･}.
Proof. In this case,
VP=Rh0+Rf1+Rg1, VQ=Rf2+Rg2.
The expression matrix of p(et)(1^*'^3) with respect to an orthonormal basis
＼K, fi, Mi, fz,£2} of V is as follows:
p(e1)=
p(e3)-
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 -V3 0 0
0 0 0-1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
-1
0
0 0
-1 0
0 0
0 0
0 2
1
0
0
0
V3~
0
0
0
p(et)=
0
0
0
V3~
0
0
-1
0
0
0
0
0
-1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
-2
0
Hence we have
and
Put
m
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! v{x, y, z, w)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
x y
z w
w
―x ―z -w 0 0
― y ―iv z 0 0
2 x, y, z, W'~R
Lp(e3), v(x, y, z, w)']―v(―2y, 2x, ―3w, 3z)
mj=Mx, y, 0, 0); x, y<=R}
Then we have
and
Put
m£= {v(0, 0, z, w); z, w^R＼.
itt= m| + mi (/^-irreducible decomposition)
3 ( ―lid on ml
S C|O(e≫),tpiZi),*]mi]mi = {
*=1 -12*d on mi
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v±=y/2v(l, ± V-l, 0, 0)s(m|)c, w±= V2v(0, 0, 1, ± V-l)e(mt)c .
Then
[/o(e3),y±]= +2V― lv±, lp(e3), w±']= +3＼/―iw± .
Hence we have
D(G, K, (Ad*Py)={(pan, V2n);n=2, 3,■■■},
where we denote (p2n, V2n) the complex irreducible representation of G of de-
gree 2≪+l. The expression matrix of SLi p*n(ei)(g)[p(ei),*]mx with respect
to an orthogonal basis {/£+8(g)v_,ft+3RW-, ft-2<g)v+,/*_3<8)w-} of (y?re0(mx)c)o
is as follows:
S /O*n(≪i)0[|O(ei), *]m
4
a
0
0
a
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
4 -a
-a 9
where we put a = (l/2)V6(≪+3)(n ―2). Since the eigenvalue of the Casimir
operator of (p2n, V2n) is n(n + l), we have
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{n{n+l)-l2)id-2
-3 a 0
a -3 0
0
0
Hence we get the conclusionby Theorem 4.2.
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